Constrained steering laws have no inherent torque error and do not require precomputed CMG paths while maintaining singularity-free motion, three advantageous characteristics that make this type of steering law worthy of further study. However, in order for constraint-based steering laws to ideally solve the SGCMG steering problem, it must be generalized to be applicable to non-specific geometries. This paper proposes a generalized framework for steering laws that are explicitly linear with respect to the gimbal rates. This formulation is followed by a discussion of characteristics of constraints used in this law, and general principles for designing a singularity-free constraint. A simple example using scissored-pair SGCMGs is used to demonstrate the principles behind this generalized framework. Finally, the theoretical basis for a new set of steering laws is proposed, with emphasis on the analytical basis for such a law using the insight gained from the generalized formulation. 
I. Introduction
ONTROL moment gyroscopes (CMGs) are momentum exchange actuators used to control the attitude of a spacecraft bus that are particularly useful in applications requiring high slewing rates or large torques. Although several types of CMGs exist, including variable speed CMGs 1 , and double-gimbal CMGs 2 , the single-gimbal CMG (SGCMG) has a combination of cost-effectiveness and mechanical simplicity that makes it an attractive choice for implementation on space systems 3 . Since SGCMGs only gimbal about one axis, a minimum of three are necessary to achieve full attitude control, although it is more common to use an array of four or more. The CMG array is controlled by a steering law, which dictates how the CMGs move within the array (usually via gimbal rates) to provide the required torque.
The greatest drawback to this attitude control system is the presence of kinematic singularities at certain gimbal configurations. These singularities are points at which the CMG array is incapable of producing torque in a particular direction, which often results in an error in the spacecraft attitude. A major research focus has been designing steering laws for SGCMG arrays such that the system is capable of handling these singularities while maintaining a level of practicality and applicability to actual space systems.
One class of CMG steering laws uses linear constraints (whether in hardware or software) to avoid singularities while finding a solution in-situ without induced errors. Despite the fact that several variations of this steering law exist in the literature 4, 5 , a generalized form of this particular CMG steering law has yet to be presented. Once in a generalized form, the problem is freed from specific array geometries or constraint laws, which frees the design space to allow for optimized configurations. This paper presents a generalized mathematical description of steering laws with linear constraints and uses an example of a scissored-pair CMGs to demonstrate the validity of the formulation. The paper then discusses a unique constraint law designed by the authors based on the principles suggested by the generalized formulation.
II. Background and Context for CMG Steering Laws
CMGs have been researched as spacecraft actuators for nearly four decades 6 and an extensive portion of this research has been dedicated to finding an optimal way in which to steer SGCMG arrays. Standard approaches to this problem can be sorted into roughly five categories (according to the categories in Kurokawa's steering law survey) 7 : the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse steering law, inexact singularity robust steering laws, offline-planning solutions, gradient or null motion methods, and restricted workspace/constrained steering laws. Each method has a different set of advantageous characteristics (shown in Table 1 ), but as Kurokawa concludes 7 , a perfect solution has yet to be found.
Although it is possible that a perfect SGCMG steering law does not exist, establishing the characteristics of such an ideal illuminates the deficiencies of existing laws, and may help direct further research efforts to finding an optimal result. Thus, by cross-referencing the desired capabilities of a steering law from multiple references, six distinct characteristics of an ideal SGCMG steering law become apparent: 1) Capable of handling singularities 2) Exact (error-free) 3) Instantaneous 4) Technologically feasible 5) Cost-effective (high performance to cost ratio) 6) General with regard to maneuver and CMG configuration The most obvious requirement for a SGCMG steering law is the ability to cope with kinematic singularities. Steering logics that prevent the CMGs from encountering singularities at all are broadly referred to as "singularityavoidance" laws, whereas those that are designed to enable the array to pass through singularities are called "singularity-robust" laws. Steering laws that do not address how to handle singularities, such as the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse 8 , are generally not considered for actual implementation on spacecraft; instead, they may provide a framework for developing steering laws that can then be modified to handle singularities.
Since CMGs are particularly well-suited to highly agile spacecraft, the applications for which most CMG arrays are being considered have high precision requirements for attitude control. Thus, while a large category of CMG steering logics intentionally add errors to the solution as a relatively quick way to sidestep singularities 9 , it is preferable for the steering law to produce exact solutions.
An optimal steering law must also be capable of interpreting a torque command and implement it in-situ on the spacecraft. The off-line approaches to developing singularity-free paths for the CMG array are generally lengthy computationally-intensive modeling 11 and cannot account for all of the errors that are inevitably present in any C spacecraft maneuver. Instantaneous steering laws are ideal because they are less reliant on a priori knowledge, consequently leading to a more responsive spacecraft. Ideally, a steering law does not make infeasible demands on the hardware of the system. This characteristic is usually violated by the exceptionally high gimbal rates that are required in certain types of null-motion and singularity-avoidance steering laws. Proving that a steering law is technologically feasible can be done analytically or in simulation, but is ultimately necessary for the perfect solution.
Any steering law that classifies as ideal must be shown to provide a reasonable amount of performance relative to its size, weight, and other cost factors. Methods that severely constrain the momentum envelope of the CMG array or require large numbers of CMGs to be effective are generally not ideal for this reason. The chart in Table 1 shows the minimum number of CMGs needed to operate the steering law (smaller is better for cost effectiveness), and indicates whether the workspace volume is lost due to the constraints.
Finally, an ideal steering law is applicable to a CMG array regardless of the particular maneuvers commanded by the spacecraft or the physical configuration of the array. With a general steering law, the spacecraft motion and CMG array design are a design parameter selected based on the mission requirements rather than a constraint on the spacecraft's capabilities. A general steering law would also be robust with regards to CMG failures that change the geometry of the available array of actuators. In practice, however, it is more straightforward to design CMG steering laws for specific geometries such as the roof-top array 14 , the pyramid array 7 , and multiparallel systems 15 . Many gradient methods and constraint-based steering laws suffer from a lack of generality, preventing their wider application to the CMG field.
Of the six ideal characteristics, the first three are intrinsic to the steering law's method and can therefore not be improved if the method does not have that characteristic. For example, steering laws that allow for torque error are by definition not exact. While researchers continue to refine these methods to reduce the effect of the induced errors on the output of the array, this method will never be exact. Thus, since null motion and constraint-based methods are the only categories that definitely have the first three ideal characteristics, the "ideal" steering law is most likely going to be found within these groups.
The remainder of this paper examines the restricted workspace/ constraint-based steering laws for linear constraints. It should be noted that constraints do not always have to be linear with respect to the gimbal rates, as studied by Kurokawa's research in references 5 and 16. Section III describes a general form for these steering laws 7 with their associated "ideal" characteristics. Y implies that most specific laws in that category are described by the characteristic corresponding to that column. N implies that the associated steering law group is not typified by the characteristic in that column. S implies that the characteristic describes some specific laws in that category, but it is not a general trend for that category. Note that these are generalizations and that exceptions may exist. Also, this chart only considers some of the most popular SGCMG steering law categories-it is not exhaustive.
and establishes special cases of this form. Section IV contains simulation results for a unique linearly-constrained steering law designed for Cornell's nanosatellite CMG testbed.
III. Generalized Form for Linearly-Constrained Steering Laws
A. Description
Standard CMG steering laws are designed to determine the gimbal rates necessary for the CMG array to provide the commanded amount of torque in order to maneuver the spacecraft in the desired manner. A typical description of these commanded torques in terms of the gimbal rates is shown in Equation 1, which nearly all common CMG steering laws solve using a version of the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse solution in Equation 2:
where J is the Jacobian of the CMG array's total momentum as a function of the gimbal angles, C τ is the vector of torques commanded by the spacecraft and Φ i is the nx1 array of gimbal rates required to achieve that torque. Linearly constrained steering laws are no exception; however, in addition to describing the dynamics of the problem via the Jacobian, these steering laws also include external constraints on the problem. Equation 3 is a general description of a set of linear constraint equations:
Thus, the Equation 1 can be augmented to include the constraints as shown in Equation 4:
By substituting the matrix A into the space once occupied by the Jacobian in the pseudo-inverse equation, the linearly constrained steering laws can be generally described as shown in Equation 5:
This mathematical description of linearly constrained steering laws provides a method of generalizing all variations of this class of steering laws. By providing a general description of this category of steering laws, the array geometry can be selected based on mission requirements, not steering law constraints, making linearly constrained steering laws one step closer to an ideal steering logic.
B. Observations on Constraint Design
The nature of the constraints described above merits further scrutiny, since these additional equations provide a basis for the singularity avoidance properties of the steering laws involved. Firstly, holomonic constraints (which dictate the gimbal angles directly) can be incorporated into this formulation by simply taking the derivative of the constraint involved. The scissored-pair constraint is one such example that is discussed in further detail later in the paper. However, this method does restrict the initial conditions such that the array does not start out singular. Also, although the possibility is not explored in this paper, this formulation may lend itself to non-holonomic constraints due to the fact that the constraints only need to be a function of the gimbal rates (independent of specific sets of gimbal angles).
Secondly, the number of constraints is not fixed. It is conceivable that an array of SGCMGs is capable of producing singularity-free motion even with an unconstrained degree of freedom. However, for simplicity, the examples in the remainder of this paper only consider fully constrained systems where the number of constraints m must be equivalent to the number of excess SGCMGs in operation (n -dimension of system). (Note that constraintbased steering laws assume that n > dimension of the system in order to exploit the null space of the system). For example, controlling a 2-dimensional momentum space with three SGCMGs will require one constraint. A fully constrained system produces a square A matrix, which in turn means that the pseudo-inverse in Equation 5 can be replaced with a direct inverse.
It is also worth noting that in order for a constraint-based steering law to operate properly, the constraint must be properly enforced if implemented at a software level. Thus, some minor amount of low-bandwidth feedback may be required to avoid an accumulation of numerical error that would then violate the constraint.
Finally, the generalized form of the augmented matrix shown in Equation 4 suggests that in order for the A matrix to be non-singular, it is essential for the constraint matrix C to contain rows that are linearly independent of the original Jacobian J of the system. When a fully-constrained system has constraints that are guaranteed to maintain linearly independence for the range of possible motions, the array becomes singularity-free. Thus, it is possible to write constraint equations with some component in a direction perpendicular to the directions described by the rows of the Jacobian, and thereby guarantee the system does not encounter an internal singularity.
C. Example: Scissored-Pair CMGs
To demonstrate how this general formulation applies to specific examples, it is illustrative to examine the special case of a simple, wellestablished, linearly constrained steering law known as a "scissored pair" arrangement. 4 In a scissored pair configuration, two SGCMGs are constrained such that their gimbal angles are equal and opposite Figure 1 . Thus, complete six degree of freedom control of a spacecraft requires three scissored-pairs of SGCMGs. One potential arrangement is shown in Figure 2 . Scissored-pair arrangements of SGCMGs are singularityfree except at the saturation singularities where the pair is producing the maximum torque it is capable of producing in one direction. However, in order for a scissored pair arrangement to be implemented as the primary method of control on a spacecraft, a minimum of six CMGs is required, with each CMG operating within a reduced envelope of its effective momentum workspace. Thus, this configuration of CMGs is generally not considered cost-effective despite its singularity avoidance properties and its relative simplicity.
The Jacobian of the six CMGs arranged as in Figure 2 (six CMGs aligned along the three Cartesian axes in pairs, with opposite gimbal angles and without assuming a scissored-pair constraint) can be computed to be: 
In order to make the example arrangement into a scissored-pair set up, the pairs on each axis must be constrained to operate such that each pair always has the same gimbal angles. In the example given in Figure 2 (where the gimbal axes are opposite for each pair), this set of constraints can be expressed as: 
This constraint equation now fits the form of the C and D matrices described in the general formulation for linearly constrained steering laws, with the values of each defined in Equation 8. 
Augmenting the Jacobian and constraint matrices together, the final formulation of a scissored pair arrangement of CMGs is shown in Equation 9. 
The singularity avoidance properties of this constraint-based steering law can be seen by the fact that the rows of the constraint matrix in Equation 8 are always linearly independent of the original Jacobian in Equation 6 . In this case, the linear independence of these rows can be demonstrated by the dot product, as shown in Equations 10a -10c. By plugging in the fact that the paired gimbal angles must be equivalent to one another (Equation 10a and 10b), we can easily see that the constraint is perpendicular to the vectors in the Jacobian, making it linearly independent. This process can be repeated for the remainder of the constraints to show that the scissored-pair arrangement has no internal singularities. 
IV. Triplet Steering Law
A. Theoretical Discussion This general formulation of linearly constrained steering laws provides a framework for understanding the principles behind this type of CMG steering. For simplicity, first consider the case of a planar CMG momentum envelope (where the gimbal axes of the CMGs are all aligned with one another). A minimum of two CMGs are required in order to produce any torque within saturation limits in a two-dimensional plane, as shown in Figure 3. (One CMG only allows for a one-dimensional momentum manifold, since the magnitude remains constant for all possible angles of the momentum vector relative to the body axes.) A set of two CMGs has a deterministic solution to each torque command (i.e., only one pair of gimbal angles corresponds to the appropriate torque, regardless of which CMG has which specific gimbal angle).
However, if three CMGs are placed in a plane (a "triplet" set), the additional CMG adds a degree of freedom, making the torque commands non-deterministic (for example, an infinite number of gimbal angles relative to the body axes can correspond to the zero momentum state, as shown in Figure 3 ). This additional degree of freedom introduces an internal singularity at a ring 1-h in radius around the center of the axes, corresponding to a situation where two momentum vectors exactly cancel out and all three vectors are collinear. By having three CMGs, as discussed above, one constraint equation is required to fully constrain the system in a two-dimensional workspace. This constraint can be designed to successfully avoid the internal singularity while also deterministically providing the required torque by exploiting the null space of the Jacobian. The constraint equation that fills this need must accomplish three objectives: 1) avoid the singularity state, 2) capture the maximum possible range of momentum values and 3) include the zero-momentum case.
The triplet array also has a unique representation: because the internal singularities occur at specific relative gimbal angles, the array can be represented by two coordinates instead of three. Although this does not change the dynamics of the system, it simplifies the representation and may result in faster numerical computations in Figure 3 . Planar Representation of CMG Momentum. The angular momentum vectors of three planar CMGs span the twodimensional momentum manifold in a nondeterministic way. This configuration shows one possible zero-momentum state for the array. implementation. It also provides greater insight into the geometry of the problem, because such a system can be rendered in three-dimensional space, as shown in Figure 4 , which plots the determinant of triplet system as a function of relative gimbal angles. Singularities occur when the matrix being inverted in the Moore-Penrose Pseudo-Inverse (Equation 2), in this case, the augmented A matrix as described in the general formulation for this problem, is no longer full rank. In order to ensure singularity avoidance, it is sufficient to write a constraint equation that is guaranteed to be linearly independent of the two existing rows of the Jacobian. If the cross-product of two vectors is non-zero, the two vectors are linearly independent. Thus, a singularity-free constraint equation must include a scaled component in the direction of the cross-product of the two rows of the Jacobian. Equation 12 shows the constraints written in the form of the general linearly constrained steering law from section III. 2  1  2  3   1  1  2  1  1  2  2  2  1  3  2  3   2  3  3  2  3  1  1  3  1  2  2 
B. Expansion to 6-DOF This triplet analysis can be expanded to six degrees of freedom by recognizing that two sets of triplets (six SGCMGs total) positioned such that the momentum envelopes are at a perpendicular offset relative to one another can be used together for spacecraft attitude control. This type of configuration would result in complete singularity-free control over two planes at an angle to one another, and thus would span the three-dimensional range of momentum values. One such configuration is shown in Figure 6 . The 6-DOF triplet steering law is by no means an ideal steering law as described previously, largely because it is only applicable to a particular type of array geometry, and requires a relatively large number of CMGs to operate. However, it is instructive to study a particular sub- Figure 6 . Two Triplets of CMGs at Right Angles. In order to expand a triplet analysis to six degrees of freedom, two sets of triplets at some angle relative to one another would be required.. case of a constrained steering law in terms of the proposed general formulation, and use the insight of such a generalized formula to design steering laws from first principles, which may lay the foundation for future, more ideal steering laws.
A 6-DOF triplet steering law can be augmented as two triplet sets, as described in Equation 14: 
where A 1 represents the augmented matrix from the first triplet set (of the form shown in Equation 13), and A 2 represents the augmented matrix from the second triplet set. The three-dimensional torque vector will be a combination of the 1 4 τ − , depending on the orientation of the triplet sets relative to the body frame of the spacecraft.
By controlling singularity-free subsets of the overall CMG array, the steering law only needs to determine how to distribute the torque command between the two subsets, and the resulting motion should be guaranteed singularityfree.
V. Conclusions
Reduced workspace/constrained steering laws provide an error-free, instantaneous method for directing CMG arrays while avoiding singularities but suffer from reduced cost-effectiveness and a lack of generality with regards to particular CMG array configurations. A general mathematical framework for describing the steering laws with constraint equations that are linear with respect to the gimbal rates is described. This formulation suggests that by choosing linear constraints that lie in a space perpendicular to the Jacobian, the augmented system matrix A can be made singularity free. This fact is demonstrated with a simple scissored-pair array example. Taking this idea one step further, it is possible to define two-dimensional singularity-free momentum envelopes with a triplet set of SGCMGs. These triplets have unique properties that make defining the constraint a function of the rows of the system Jacobian and scaling values. When applied to a three-dimensional system, the triplets can also be paired to span all six degrees of freedom, with the steering law being responsible for distributing the torque between the two singularity-free triplet arrays.
The triplet analysis bears further study, particularly with regard to numerical simulations of the effect of various scaling parameters and constraint solutions. Further work should investigate the possibility of using non-holonomic constraints in the context of the generalized formulation, and extensions of this work should attempt to describe a generalized formulation for all constraint-based methods, even those not linear with respect to the gimbal rates. Once this is developed, a study of various CMG configurations can be performed to determine which geometries provide the best balance of cost-effectiveness and technological feasibility.
